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Narrative Systems

PUBLICATION DESIGN
OVERVIEW As a team, develop a theme under which you would like to publish a periodical. 
Your publication should connect and advance a specific, existing audience. Your solution 
can be anything that is effective: a cheap daily rag, a continuously updated iPad app, a 
quarterly journal, or a monthly glossy magazine. Keep in mind that format, frequency and 
interactivity need to benefit your audience and concept. You will need to combine imag-
ery and typographic elements throughout to develop a powerful, multi-leveled narrative. 
Investigate hierarchy, visual density and texture, metaphor, and aesthetic appeal while 
maintaining clarity and legibility.

OBJECTIVES

Tell an effective story about your theme, audience, and solution. Be clear and 
interesting. Why is your solution good? How does it impact the audience?

Build a narrative system, both holistically and at an article level, by combining 
imagery, typographic elements, and content to strengthen your concept.

Select a format that is appropriate, effective and suggestive of your content.  
Keep an eye on budget; the cost of the publication should be relative to the 
determined community. What can they afford to buy? How often will they  
have to buy it?

Establish a clear and functional grid within the confines of your format.  
And stick to it!

Make appropriate use of typographic structure: masthead, headlines,  
sub-heads, body text, captions, pull-quotes, etc. by finding balance and 
maintaining harmony while expressing contrast. Look at examples of  
existing good or effective documents to see how this can be done.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon successful completion of this project, the student will:

Investigate, interpret and translate context and meaning into typography  
and imagery.

Develop a narrative system that integrates pretext, subtext or even hypertext  
to reveal the depth and sophistication of the content.

Demonstrate an advanced understanding of image, text and  
format relationships.

Critically assess details of scale, structure, space, and interactivity for  
optimum visual and communication impact.

Analyze and articulate conceptual and design development.

PROCESS on reverse

SCHEDULE

Lecture: Introduction

Lecture: Concept

Discussion & Define Teams

Lecture: Pacing & Format

Critique: Concept & Title

Lecture: Grid Structure

Critique: Halfway Presentation

 

Critique: Storyboard Concept

Critique: Final Publication Design

Critique: Narrative Video

Critique: Final Presentation

GRADING

This project is 40% of your overall 
course grade. Specific assessment 
criteria will be outlined as the 
project progresses.
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Instructors: Aaron Ganci & Jacob Ristau



PROCESS

IDEATE   Select a niche, genera or topic that you and your group would like  
to pursue and define your target audience. Determine a desirable, effective  
and appropriate document format to work in that compliment your audience.  
Think about the reader’s interaction with the publication. 

GENERATE   Find articles that work well within your concept. You will use this 
content to populate your publication. Start thinking about complimentary or 
antithetic imagery that you can use together with the found text.

CONCEPT   Build multiple prototypes (paper or digital depending on chosen 
format) of the desired format at scale and/or at reduced scale and begin  
testing the effect of various grid arrangements and structural variations.  
Begin assembling a typographic palette.

DESIGN   With the final grid arrangement and type palette, begin designing 
individual pages/spreads based on hierarchy and clarity of message. 
Investigate imagery to be integrated with your copy; pay special attention to 
how the imagery will compliment your narrative system. How can you build 
metaphor through imagery? How can images benefit the experience rather 
than detract?

SUMMARIZE   Begin thinking about how to tell the story of your solution.  
You will be producing a video that outlines your audience, concept and 
solution. Develop a narrative and corresponding storyboard that can tell  
your story in an effective and interesting way.

REFINE   After filling in all of your text and refining the flow and stratification 
of the information, groom the headlines and clean up any wonky letter 
spacing/kerning, adjust tracking, etc. to manage holes in the type blocks.  
If working in a digital format, refine any interaction details that should be 
shown in the final video.

PRESENT AND SUBMIT FOR GRADING   One video, 90-120 seconds in length 
hosted online with Vimeo (http://www.vimeo.com), that presents a strong 
narrative about your theme, audience and solution. Special attention should 
be paid to how typographic decisions, imagery, layout, interaction and budget 
impacted your solution. 

Additionally, print and mount a high-quality version of your cover, table of 
contents and at least one feature article per team member. The first board  
will include a brief, written overview of your concept, audience, and design.
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BLOGS & WEBSITES

http://ministryoftype.co.uk
http://designobserver.com
http://www.spd.org
http://www.spd.org/student-outreach
http://imprint.printmag.com/daily-heller
http://new.pentagram.com
http://www.fastcodesign.com
http://www.webbyawards.com
http://designenvy.aiga.org
http://typophile.com
http://www.underconsideration.com/ 
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